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27 November 2017

George Caterer
Editorial Office
BMC Oral Health

Re OHEA-D-17-00305R1: “Oral cancer screening practices of Oral Health Professionals in Australia”.

Dear Editorial Office,

Thank you for your letter dated 23rd of November 2017 advising us that our manuscript is potentially acceptable for publication in BMC Oral Health, once we have carried out some essential revisions. My colleagues and I have reviewed the manuscript in view of the reviewers’ comments and have addressed them as follows:
1) Title Page

Please include a title page as the first page of your manuscript where you list the full names, institutional addresses and email addresses for all authors. The corresponding author should be indicated.

Reply: Noted and included

2) Abstract Headings

Please edit the subheading 'Objectives' within the abstract to 'Background'. Please ensure any changes made to the abstract are copied into the submission system.

Reply: Noted and included

3) Keywords

Please ensure a section entitled 'keywords' is included following the abstract that includes 3-10 key words/phrases that best describe the work contained in this manuscript.

Reply: Noted and included

4) Conclusion section

Please ensure a section entitled 'Conclusions' is included within the manuscript that details the conclusions made by your study. This section should directly follow the discussion section.

Reply: Noted and modified

5) Consent to Participate

Please clarify whether informed consent was acquired from each participant prior to participation and whether this was verbal or written. If verbal, please clarify why and if your ethical review committee approved this method. This information should be included within the Ethical Approval and Consent to Participate section.

Reply: Noted and included

6) Author Contributions

We note that two sets of authors have the same initials (RM) and (MM). To distinguish between them in the Authors’ Contributions section please designate them as RM1 and RM2, with RM1 corresponding to Roisin McGrath, chosen because this name is furthest up the author list. Also please, designate MM1 and MM2, with MM1 corresponding to Michael Mccullough.
7) Acknowledgments

We note that you have not included an acknowledgements section. If you have no acknowledgements please put ‘Not Applicable’ in this section.

Reply: Noted and included

Thank you again for reviewing the manuscript and considering the publication of this study in the BMC Oral Health. If you have any further questions, please contact me.

Kind regards,

Prof Rodrigo Mariño
Melbourne Dental School
The University of Melbourne
MELBOURNE VIC 3010
Ph: +61 (0)3 9341 1558
Fax: +61 (0)3 9341 1597